Starting with your back to the shop and Royal Oak 1
turn to the right and keep to the left of the school on
to Huntham Lane. Walk along past Sturts Farm till
you see a Bristol Gate 2 into an orchard on your left,
go through that and along to the pedestrian gate at
the end. Keeping to the left walk through three fields
(gateways can get very muddy) and then climb quite
an awkward stile 3 on your left into a field at a higher
level - it can be very muddy at the bottom of this
stile. Follow the hedge on your right and go over the
next stile 4 and along a clear fenced off path through
another orchard till you reach Windmill 5. Turn right
and follow the road to the end. Go right at the end 6
and slightly diagonally across to a corner which sticks
out and follow along that hedge till a gap. Go over
that bridge 7 and across the field with the hedge on
your left and over the stile into a field at a lower
level 8 - again it can be a bit difficult and dogs need
to be aware of barbed wire. Follow alongside
Sedgemoor Old Rhyne and over the stile into the
next field and across there to the following hedge
and follow that up to the right till you reach a stile 9.
Climb over the stile into a narrow field and turn right
up the hill keeping alongside the hedge and through
the gate at the top 10. Turn right and follow the
track with the hedge on your right turning left at the
corner (not through the gateway) and then right
continuing to follow the hedge to a Bristol gate 11.
Go through that and slightly diagonally to the bridge
over the rhyne and then across to the pedestrian
gate back into the first orchard you crossed and walk
back to that Bristol gate and into Huntham Lane 2.
Turn right and back to the shop and Royal Oak.

Walk 1

Huntham - Windmill - Sedgemoor - Huntham
Distance 3.7 km (2.3 mls), through lanes and fields
(some with stock). Five stiles (two quite high).
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